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• With the dramatic increase
in the monitoring data,
Problems and challenges
are emerging in the quality
of automatic processing of
the event bulletin.

• Many issues in waveform
data processing can be
converted into classifica-
tion and regression proble-
ms, and solved with ML.
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• Local phase picking 
Based on multi-task 
CNN

• Noise signal recognition 
using GAN_LSTM

• Seismic phase sequence 
detection based on 
Transformer

• Event association based 
on probabilistic model

• The recall rate of P and 
S phases are 98% using 
Multi-task CNN method.

• GAN_LSTM method 
classified seismic 
phases and noise 
signals with a recall of 
95% and 97%.

• Grad-T method achieves 
the phases sequence 
detection.

• ML has become a research
hotspot in the field of wave-
form monitoring data proc-
essing.

• Training data are lacking in
some categories and

• regions. The model
generalization performance
needs to be improved.

• The interpretability and
explainable problems of
ML methods for verification
needs to be addressed.
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With the dramatic increase in the number of seismic stations and the volume of historical data in the global

earthquake monitoring network, the performance of traditional seismic data processing methods is not

satisfactory. Problems and challenges are emerging in the quality of automatic processing of the event bulletin

and the application of historical data mining.

In recent years, Machine Learning have achieved excellent performance in a wide range of fields.Many

issues in waveform data processing can be converted into classification and regression problems, and solved

with ML. ML can be used in different stages of seismic data processing, such as event detection, denoising,

phase picking, phase association, event location ,and etc.



Research on intelligent data processing technology in China NDC
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In China NDC, we pay more attention

to the AI application, especially in

waveform data processing. There are

several work we have conducted to

improve the performance of signal and

event detection. These efforts include

local events detection based on multi-

task CNN, the seismic phase sequence

detection based on Transformer, GAN-

LSTM joint network applied to seismic

noise signal recognition.

Local Phase Picking and Association Based On Deep Learning

• Research on phase picking method using multi-task CNN

• Study on the phases association method based on P/S Wave Velocity 
Ratio for local events.

Noise Signal Recognition using GAN_LSTM

• Study on noise signal recognition method to reduce seismic phases false 
association. 

Seismic phase sequence detection based on Transformer

• Study on the phases sequence detection method based on transformer 
for regional events. 

• Grad-CAM was used to improving the explainable of the model.

Event association and location based on probabilistic model

• Evaluation the NET-VISA method , and an association and location 
method is realized based on the probabilistic model. 



1.Phase Picking  and Association Based On Multi-task CNN for local event
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A multi-task convolution neural network was built

to detect and identify the direct P and S phases, as

well as estimate their arrival time. The network

model is trained, verified, and tested using the

large-scale Southern California SCSN data

set(about 2 million pieces of phase data). Through

transferring learning and data enhancement

methods, the model was transferred to a small

scale data set of our target seismic network. We

built the phase picking method for continuous

waveform data using transformed model.

We use the ratio of the P arrival time difference to the S arrival time difference

between pairs of stations and the least square estimation to get the average wave

velocity ratio.Then according to the root mean square residuals between observed

value and estimation value of wave velocity ratio should be less than a threshold,

we achieved the association of multiple stations P/S phases.



2.Noise Signal Recognition using  GAN_LSTM
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We proposed a method to identify

the noise signal using GAN_LSTM

joint network. Firstly, we trained the

GAN on P 、 S phases

(Pn,Sn,Pg,Lg,P,PKP) data. When

the generator of GAN can generate

these types of phase, the

discriminator is considered to have

extracted the features of phases.

Then we connect the discriminator

with the LSTM to form a new

network. Fixing GAN network

parameters, we only trained the

LSTM and fully-connected layer

parameters using the mixed phase

and noise signals. Finally, we

realized the noise signals

recognition.



3.Seismic phase sequence detection based on Transformer
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We proposed a seismic phases sequence

detection method based on Transformer. The

network consists of encoder and decoder. In

terms of encoder structure, multi-layers Conv1D,

Res CNN and LSTM were used to extracted the

waveform data features. Global and local

transformer were used to extracted attention

information. In terms of decoder structure, the

Conv1D deconvolution network was used to

upsample the extracted features. Finally, the fully

connected and softmax layers output the phase

sequence prediction results. Grad-CAM was

used to produces a heat map that highlights the

important regions of seismogram by using the

gradients of the target of the final convolutional

layer.
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4.Event association and location based on probabilistic model
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• With the same precision, NET-VISA achieves a higher recall rate than GA.NET-VISA ourperforms GA for

repeated small-magnitude explosion events.

• An association and location method is realized based on the probabilistic model. The Gaussian process is used

to construct the probability model of waveform characteristic in time-frequency domain. An event association

scheme based on global grid search is designed.
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Model Training

Historical events and data 

Feature extraction

Modeling using Gaussian process

Training the hyperparameters of 

GP of each feature

The probability of the test point 

by the posterior distribution.

Onset time

Peak time

Peak SNR

Duration

FFT spectrum

EMD components

NET-VISA Evaluation

Event Inference



Discussion and Conclusion
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1. ML has become a research hotspot in the field of waveform monitoring data processing.

2. Training data are lacking in some categories and regions. The model generalization

performance needs to be improved.

3. The interpretability and explainable problems of ML methods for verification needs to be

addressed.

4. ML methods Evaluation.
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